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Question 1: ( 30 MARKS) 

Choose the correct answer (ONLY ONE answer)  

1 The phonetic transcription of shrink is 

A. /ʃreŋk/ B. /ʃriŋk/ C. /ʃrink/ D. /ʃri:ŋk/ 

2 The phonetic transcription of heat is 

A. /hit/ B. /hi:t/ C. /hut/ D. /het/ 

3 The phonetic transcription of toque is 

A. /təʊk/ B. /taʊk/ C. /tʊ:k/ D. /toʊk/ 

4 The phonetic transcription of stroke is 

A. /straʊk/ B. /strəʊk/ C. /stroʊk/ D. /strʊ:k/ 

5 The symbol that corresponds to voiceless bilabial stop is 

A. [b] B. [p] C. [d] D. [v] 

6 The symbol that corresponds to low front vowel is 

A. [æ] B. [i] C. [u] D. [ʌ] 

7 The symbol that corresponds to voiced velar nasal is 

A. [m] B. [n] C. [ŋ] D. [r] 

8 The symbol that corresponds to voiced interdental fricative is 

A. [f] B. [ð] C. [ʒ] D. [ʃ] 

9 A syllable must contain a 

A. consonant cluster B. vowel C. onset D. coda 

10 The basic elements of the syllable are 

A. onset+rhyme B. onset+coda C. vowel+coda D. coda+rhyme 

11 The rhyme consists of  

A. vowel+coda B. onset+coda C. vowel+onset D. consonant cluster 

12 The study of how speech sounds are made is called 

A. Acoustic phonetics B. Auditory phonetics C. phonology D. Articulatory phonetics 

13 The study of ‘invisible’ meaning, or how we recognize what is meant even when it isn’t 
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actually said or written. 

A. pragmatics  B. semantics C. morphology D. discourse analysis 

14 The monosyllabic word GREEN has the structure  

A. CCVC B. CVCC C. VCCC D. CCVVC 

15 The monosyllabic word EGGS has the structure  

A. CVCC B. VCC C. VCCC D. VC 

16 The study of the origin and history of a word is known as 

A. pragmatics B. phonology C. etymology D. semantics 

17 Aspirin, nylon, vaseline, zipper, kleenex, teflon, tylenol and xerox are ALL examples on 

A. borrowing B. coinage C. calque D. acronym 

18 The minimal unit of meaning or grammatical function is the  

A. phoneme B. allophone C. morpheme D. lexeme 

19 What is a face-threatening act?  

A. Something said to a listener that could cause him/her to be embarrassed or ashamed.  

B. An action that one can do "in the face" of another.  

C. Something said that always conveys a threat to one's life and safety.  

D. A speech act that is never heard in everyday speech. 

 

20 Of the following three choices that could occur when a guest came to your home to visit, 

which would you believe would be most likely to cause a threat to your face or that of your 

guest?  

A. Can I have a glass of water?  

B. Could you take your feet off my table?  

C. Make yourself at home. 

 

 

Question 2: [15 MARKS] 

  

True or False? 
 

1. Phonetics is essentially the description of the systems and patterns of speech sounds in 

a language. 

2. Syllables which have no coda are known as open syllables. 

3. The investigation of basic word forms in language is generally known as morphology. 

4. Free morphemes can also be divided into two types: derivational and inflectional 

morphemes. 

5. An inflectional morpheme never changes the grammatical category of a word.  

6. There is a derivational relationship between the noun law and the adjective legal in 

English. 

7. Semantics is the study of the associative meanings of words, phrases and sentences. 
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8. Two or more words with very closely related meanings are called synonyms. 

9. When two or more different (written) forms have the same pronunciation, they are 

described as homophones. 

10. Polysemy can be defined as one form (written or spoken) having multiple meanings that 

are all related by extension. 

11. The linguistic context of a word is the co-text in the same phrase or sentence. 

12. The concept of ‘face’, in pragmatics, is the public self-image. 

13.  If you use a indirect speech act to get someone to do something, then you are performing 

a face-saving act. 

14.  Positive face is the need to be independent and free from imposition. 

15.  Negative face is the need to be connected, to belong, to be a member of the group. 

 

Question 3: [15 MARKS] 
 

Reconstruct the word-formation 'stories' of the lexemes in bold print. Match the stories to 

the corresponding sequence of word-formation processes. 
 

 

(      ) 1 brunch > to brunch A- conversion – derivation 

(      ) 2 breathalyser > to breathalyse B- Clipping 

(      ) 3 tailor-fit > to tailor-fit C- Blend 

(      ) 4 campaign > to campaign > campaigner D- Acronym 

(      ) 5 vacuum cleaner > to vacuum-clean > to 

vacuum 

E- blend –conversion 

(      ) 6 rehabilitation > rehab > to rehab F- compounding – conversion 

(      ) 7 rap music > rap > to rap > rapper G- blend – back-formation 

(      ) 8 Graphical User Interface → GUI H- Eponym 

(      ) 9 professor → prof I- hypocorism 

(      ) 10 information + commercial → 

infomercial 

J- derivation – clipping – conversion 

(      ) 11 orientation → orientate K- Compounding 

(      ) 12 a process → to process L- compounding – clipping – conversion – 

derivation 

(      ) 13 wind + shield → windshield M- Back formation 

(      ) 14 Christmas → Chrissy N- Conversion 
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(      ) 15 sandwich (named after John Montagu, 

the 4th Earl of Sandwich!) 
O- compounding – back-formation – 

clipping 

Question 4. Answer the following questions  [a total of 20 MARKS] 

 

A- etf   efl ni efiWnWfoW eh efendeWl ef ef WncnW efn Wfot ni  tWhW utterances? [2 Marks] 
1.  Teacher: You can borrow my Shakespeare. 

2. Waiter: The ham sandwich left without paying. 

 

B- What kinds of deictic expressions are used in this utterance? [1 Mark] 
3. I’m busy now so you can’t stay here. Come back later. 

 

C- In these examples, is the speaker appealing to positive or negative face? [2 Marks] 
4. Let’s go to the party at Yuri’s place on Saturday. Everyone’s invited. 

5. I just want to ask you if I could use your computer? 

 

D- Identify which would be direct and which would be indirect speech acts. [2 Marks] 
6- Move! 

7- You’re in my way. 

 

E- What is one obvious presupposition of a speaker who says: [2 Marks] 
8- Your clock isn’t working. 

9- Where did he find the money? 

 

F- What is the basic lexical relation between each pair of words listed here? [2 Marks] 
10-   (damp/moist)     (move/run) 

11-  (furniture/table)     (peace/piece) 

 

G- Which of the following opposites are gradable, non-gradable, or reversive? [2 Marks] 
12-   (absent/present)    (fail/pass)      

13-   (fill it/empty it)    (high/low) 

 

H- Identify the prefixes and suffixes used in these words [2 Marks]: 
14- carelessness       

15- ineffective        

 

I- List the morphemes in each word below, and state whether each morpheme is free (F) or bound 

(B). [2 Marks] 

16- creating 

17- unhealthy 

 

For each word below, indicate whether the word is morphologically simple (S), includes 
an inflectional affix (I), or includes a derivational affix (D). [3 Marks] 

18- reader  

19- colder  

20- silver  
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